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Introduction
Once upon a time, Evil Risers were

trying to take over the robotics field. They
were going to lay bombrisers to destroy the
superbots' hideout. The only way these
bombrisers can be stopped is they get put
in a square of water before the timer runs
out. Can the 3 superbots, Mr. Robo, Mrs.
Rise, and Dr. Clawsalot, get rid of all the
bomb risers before the 1 minute timer runs
out?



Mr. Robo, Mrs. Rise, and Dr. Clawsalot,

were hanging out in their robotics field

hideout.

They were practicing their tactics for

destroying the bombrisers.

Mr. Robo’s tactic is to pick up the

bombriser in the beam part with its double

claw, then put it in the square. He can stack

3 high.

Dr. Clawsalot’s tactic is to drive into the

bombriser, open its claw, lift it, drive to the

water box, then put it in.



Mrs. Rise’s tactic is to drive up to the

bombriser, on the outside grab, pick it up,

drive to the water square, and put it in.

One way to destroy lots of bombrisers is

to get 1 in each row, and get a 3-in-a-row.

You would destroy 6 bombrisers

If you get the 3-in-a-row AND stack 3

high, you destroy (1 stack) you destroy 38

bombrisers. If you get 2 stacks and the

3-in-a-row you destroy 70 bombs. And 3

bombrisers stacked in a 3-in-a-row destroys

102.

Anyways, they were working on their

tactics when...



They got a call from their watchman,

Mr. Eyeballs.

He said that the Evil Risers were laying

even more bombrisers.

Oh boy, it’s time to see the superbots in

action.

First they decided that Mr. Robo and

Mrs. Rise would go first. (you could only

have two robots on the field at a time) They

said they would try and get the 3-in-a-row

with the teal colored bombrisers. (There are

3 colors Purple, Orange, and Teal. The

stacks and rows only count if they are all the

same color.)

The timer is starting.



Ready, Set, GO!

Oh no! Mrs. Rise is going for orange in

the first row. Mr. Robo is going for purple

in the first row. And they got a teal in the

middle!

The timer runs out.

They only destroyed 3 bombrisers!

Next, Dr. Clawsalot and Mrs. Rise are

going. They decided Mrs. Rise was going to

try and get 2 teal bombrisers in the first

row. And Dr. Clawsalot will get the last one.

Then they will try and get orange in the

middle row.

The timer starts.

Mrs. Rise gets the first teal bomb in.



Dr. Clawsalot gets to one on the other

side.

Mrs. Rise gets the middle teal bombriser

in.

Dr. Clawsalot gets 2 orange bombrisers

in right before the timer runs out.

They destroyed 8 bombrisers!

The superbots only have one more

chance to destroy the bombrisers.

Mr. Robo and Dr. Clawsalot are going.

Dr. Clawsalot is going to get the

3-in-a-row with teal, and Mr. Robo is going

to try and stack 2 more bombrisers on top



of the one already scored. He will try and do

this on 2 scored bombrisers.

On your mark, get set, GO!

Mr. Robo gets the first 2 teal bombs in

very quickly. Then Dr. Clawsalot stacks 2

risers on top of the 1 scored bombriser.

Mr. Robo gets the last teal bomb in, and

Dr. Clawsalot gets the last stack.

They have 3 seconds left. Dr. Clawsalot

bumps an orange bombriser in.

The timer goes off.

They destroyed 71 bombrisers!!

That was their best one yet!



So this is how the superbots destroy the

bombrisers.

The Superbots have destroyed the

bombrisers. Now they cannot lay any more

bombrisers in the superbot’s hideout

because they are completely defeated.  The

superbots will celebrate by playing in the

pools of water they use to destroy the

bombs, so they get to go swimming! (Which

is a robot’s favorite thing to do.)

THE END


